The undersigned intends to circulate and file an initiative petition and hereby makes application for the issuance of an official serial number to be printed in the lower right-hand corner of each side of each signature sheet of such petition. Attached hereto is the full title and text, in no less than eight point type, of the measure or constitutional amendment intended to be initiated at the next general election.

The principal provisions are as follows:

1. Every individual has a fundamental right to reproductive freedom, which entails the right to make and effectuate decisions about all matters relating to pregnancy, including but not limited to prenatal care, childbirth, postpartum care, contraception, sterilization, abortion care, miscarriage management, and infertility care.

2. Neither the state nor any political subdivision shall restrict, penalize, frustrate or otherwise interfere with the exercise of the right to reproductive freedom, including: any individual's access to contraception; pre-viability medical and surgical termination of pregnancy; or medical and surgical termination of pregnancy when necessary to preserve the individual's health or life.

3. Neither the state nor any political subdivision shall restrict, penalize, frustrate or otherwise interfere with a qualified, licensed healthcare professional providing medical services or any person providing non-medical services necessary for the exercise of the right to reproductive freedom.

4. The term "viability" means the point in a pregnancy at which, in the good-faith medical judgment of a qualified, licensed healthcare professional, based on the particular facts of the case before the healthcare professional, there is a reasonable likelihood of sustained fetal survival outside the uterus with or without artificial support.
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By submitting this Application for Serial Number and checking all boxes below, I acknowledge the following:

- I have received and will review the accompanying Instructions for Statewide Initiatives, including the Secretary of State's recommended best practices for printing copies of the Statewide Initiative Petition to be circulated.

- That at the time of filing, I was provided instructions regarding accurate completion of the Statewide Initiative Petition form.

May 16, 2022
A CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT

AMENDING ARTICLE II OF THE CONSTITUTION BY ADDING SECTION 12.1; RELATING TO
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM.

Be it enacted by the People of the State of Arizona:

Section 1. Article II, Constitution of Arizona is amended by adding Section 12.1, as follows:

SECTION 12.1. RIGHT TO REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM

A. EVERY INDIVIDUAL HAS A FUNDAMENTAL RIGHT TO REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM,
WHICH ENTAILS THE RIGHT TO MAKE AND EFFECTUATE DECISIONS ABOUT ALL
MATTERS RELATING TO PREGNANCY, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO PRENATAL
CARE, CHILDBIRTH, POSTPARTUM CARE, CONTRACEPTION, STERILIZATION, ABORTION
CARE, MISCARRIAGE MANAGEMENT, AND INFERTILITY CARE.

B. NEITHER THE STATE NOR ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION SHALL RESTRICT, PENALIZE,
FRUSTRATE OR OTHERWISE INTERFERE WITH THE EXERCISE OF THE RIGHT TO
REPRODUCTIVE FREEDOM, INCLUDING: ANY INDIVIDUAL’S ACCESS TO
CONTRACEPTION; PRE-VIABILITY MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TERMINATION OF
PREGNANCY; OR MEDICAL AND SURGICAL TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY WHEN
NECESSARY TO PRESERVE THE INDIVIDUAL’S HEALTH OR LIFE.

C. NEITHER THE STATE NOR ANY POLITICAL SUBDIVISION SHALL RESTRICT, PENALIZE,
FRUSTRATE OR OTHERWISE INTERFERE WITH A QUALIFIED, LICENSED HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONAL PROVIDING MEDICAL SERVICES OR ANY PERSON PROVIDING NON-
MEDICAL SERVICES NECESSARY FOR THE EXERCISE OF THE RIGHT TO REPRODUCTIVE
FREEDOM.

D. THE TERM “VIABILITY” MEANS THE POINT IN A PREGNANCY AT WHICH, IN THE
GOOD-FAITH MEDICAL JUDGMENT OF A QUALIFIED, LICENSED HEALTHCARE
PROFESSIONAL, BASED ON THE PARTICULAR FACTS OF THE CASE BEFORE THE
HEALTHCARE PROFESSIONAL, THERE IS A REASONABLE LIKELIHOOD OF SUSTAINED
FETAL SURVIVAL OUTSIDE THE UTERUS WITH OR WITHOUT ARTIFICIAL SUPPORT.